Corner Sofa
Buying Guide
1.

modular sofa

left
hand
facing

2. What is it for?

right
hand
facing

armless
unit recliner
chaise
longue

2.

1. Know the lingo

open ended
unit

Are you looking for something
for the whole family?
To watch TV from?
Or for relaxing with a book?
Do you need a sofa bed option?

3. Which room?
4. Where abouts?
5. Measurements

}

knowing what you’re going to use your sofa for will help
you decide what shape you need and what end style your
corner group has. you can also think about whether you
would benefit from a recliner option and if so, whether it
should be powered or manual.

3. The room you’re putting your new sofa in
might effect the material you choose.
in a kitchen, you might want to choose something
that’s easy to clean. leather is more resiliant than
fabric when it comes to spills! or if you prefer
fabric, you might want to consider stain protection.

leather can fade when left in direct sunlight. so
if your sofa is for a conservatory for example,
you might want to think about whether leather
or fabric is best for you.

4. Where in the room
5. Measurements
will you put your sofa? Don’t forget:

check the height of window sills and placement of plug sockets
and radiators when deciding where your sofa will sit.

What we measure:
width

Would you like it to sit flush against
the wall?
If it’s in the middle of the room, do
you want the headrest to lay flat to
save from obstructing a views when
depth
not in use?

seat
depth
height
including
headrest
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For more information, feel free to call
us on 01252 325525 or visit us in store.
Wharf Road, Ash Vale, GU12 5AS
35-42 East Street, Farnham, GU9 7SW
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